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Held at the Melbourne Convention Centre this year’s River 
Symposium drew together government, industry and 
community river managers from around the world to explore 
key ideas in urban waterway management.  With over 100 
individual presentations and thousands of hallway 
discussions it is safe to say that few ideas if any missed out 
on getting an airing. 

As you can imagine 4 days of information is difficult to 
synthesise in one article so I will be looking at few key 
themes, common threads and learning’s from successful 
projects within Australia and from around the world. 

It is by no means a new idea but the need for collaboration 
and partnerships featured throughout, it was clear that 
successful projects shared this common theme. Not only did 
they discuss the importance of partnerships they went out 
of their way to develop and foster them.  A highlight for me 
were the refreshingly honest talks from Melbourne Water 
staff recognising that in the past their reputation within the 
community was to say the least a poor one! A turning point 
for them was the acknowledgment that the way they went 
about their business was adversarial and exclusionary. A 
concerted company wide effort to engage and involve the 
community in on ground projects has led to improved 
outcomes for the catchment, a more enjoyable workplace 
and a significant improvement in their corporate reputation. 

 

Melbourne Water Staff outline their corporate turn-around 

From all continents the importance of multi country, 
government, industry and community collaborations were 
credited for the success of projects. From projects crossing 
borders such as the Okavango River in southern Africa and 
Prespa Lakes in the Baulkins, to successful public and 
private funding partnerships helping improve the Willamette 
River in Oregon, USA (International Riverprize winners) 
with significant ecological and societal benefits.  And local 
projects like the Condamine River Dewfish Demonstration 
Reach (Australian Riverprize winner) setting out with a 
simple aim of ‘bringing back the fish’ an aim that they are 
delighted to say is being achieved with great success. And 
whilst the implementation may not have been simple; 
collaboration and a shared vision is keeping the project on 
track resulting in positive outcomes. 

 There were some novel statements made throughout the 
presentations and some you needed to think about for a 
while. Ian Penrose from the Yarra Riverkeeper Association 
stated that “conflict is good! Sometimes for the community 
it can be the only way to get a seat at the table” he went on 
to explain “but it needs to result in some positive action”.  
Celeste Cantu from the Santa Ana Watershed Project 
Authority, USA in her keynote address sub titled 
‘integrating people, resources and policy commented “you 
are better to work toward a vision of how you want your 
region to be, than react to problems as they arise”. Celeste 
went on to discuss the importance of encouraging strong 
community input to develop a long term vision and the need 
to work toward that vision and be able to mark 
achievements along the way.  

 

An emerging theme was the recognition that healthy riverine 
systems have significant mental health and wellbeing 
benefits, an idea that is increasingly supported by social 
science data. Whilst some examples were at the extreme end 



such as the removal of substantial multi-level freeway in 
Seoul, South Korea to return the Cheonggyecheon River 
primarily for economic benefits resulting from better 
community open space and liveability. Other much smaller 
projects like our friends across the ditch in Auckland 
returning heavily modified drainage lines back to more 
natural systems; Acknowledging that a major motivational 
driver for the project was the expected social benefits of a 
more connected community and a return to an attitude of 
caretakers of the river. An ethos that is echoed in many 
communities around the world and one that is increasingly 
being promoted throughout Australian communities. 

Whilst seeming a little extreme at first the more you think 
about the Cheonggyecheon river restoration works the 
more you take away. Lee Myung-bak campaigning with a 
strong community supported platform ‘to return the river’. 
Elected in 2001 removed around 7km of Freeway by 2003 
and completed river restoration in 2005. In 2007 he was 
elected president of South Korea. And whilst this is not 
necessarily an ecological success story; although compared 
to the sewer laden system prior, a social need for clean 
water flowing in the now exposed river does no doubt 
benefit downstream ecosystems. It is a great example of a 
shared vision for what you want your region to be and 
achieving those goals. And with tongue slightly in cheek a 
great example of how to get large-scale projects done! 

On a personal note it was at times disheartening to hear 
about the regularity with which communities around the 
world pushed and still push their river systems to the edge. 
This was however more than compensated by the 
hopefulness instilled by the positive and enthusiastic 
stories of redemption, an acceptance by communities of 
past failings and moving on to set a vision for the future and 
following on from great examples of successful restoration 
projects around the world ‘making it happen’ in their region. 

A message for community groups by Professor John 
Thwaites in his keynote address to the symposium 
members. A member of the Victorian Government and 
Minister of many things at one time or another and often at 
the same time, but importantly Minister for  Environment, 
Water  and for Victorian Communities; Prof Thwaites urged 
communities to be prepared with quality proposals be 
persistent and understand the political climate and be 
ready to take advantage when opportunities arise. 

I will leave you with another personal note, this one a short 
story about one of the great champions of all rivers; the 
founder of world rivers day and a real hero of mine Mark 
Angelo. During his keynote address at the Gala Dinner it 
was clear to all that the passion and enthusiasm that Mark 
has for healthy rivers has been his driving force and 
contributed greatly to his success in protected rivers 
around the world. The shine in his eye and Cheshire smile 
when he talks about rivers that have come back from the 
edge kept the room transfixed on this true champion of 
rivers! Mind you I think it would be hard to take the shine 
out of my eyes if I had visited and especially paddled the 
Rivers of the World as Mark has done. 

 

Mark Angelo 2012 Internati onal Ri ver Symposi um 

People like Mark and many others around the world and in 
local communities are passionate about their patch and with 
passion and persistence the list of success stories is 
growing.    

We cannot always get everything we want but we can be 
prepared and we can aim high!   

 


